Step 1

✔ 一人一組
✔ 請將想報告的論文 title 寄至 hansqiu@cmlab.csie.ntu.edu.tw 註明學號姓名
✔ Due Date: 2015/06/08
✔ 可以早一點寄，確保報告題目合適！

Step 2

✔ 以下為收到的名單與題目(請確認)

R03922106 Entropy Approximation in Lossy Source Coding Problem
D03922004 MEASUREMENT CODING FOR COMPRESSIVE IMAGING USING A STRUCTURAL MEASUREMNET MATRIX
D03944008 Recognizing Human Actions by Attributes
R02525084 Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding in the H.264/AVC Video Compression Standard
D03944003 Adaptive Scheduling Framework for Real-Time Video Encoding on Heterogeneous Systems
R03922091 A Maximum Entropy-Based Chaotic Time-Variant Fragile Watermarking Scheme for Image Tampering Detection
R03922039 Personalized travel recommendation by mining people attributes from community-contributed photos.
R03922123 A Maximum Entropy Approach to Species Distribution Modeling
D03922022 Constructability assessment of truss structure systems – an information theory approach
D02922002 Improved Greedy Algorithms for Learning Graphical Models
D02944001 3D Motion Estimation for Depth Image Coding in 3D Video Coding
R03922122 Fractal Video Compression in OpenCL: An Evaluation of CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs as Acceleration Platforms
B00902036 The Use of Information Theory in Evolutionary Biology
R03922118 Information Distance from a Question to an Answer
D02922026 An information-theoretic framework for flow visualization
D03944005 Encrypted + Data hiding
D03922014 Encrypted + Search
D02922011 Encrypted + compression
共十八組!

✔ 我們歡迎沒有打算實作的、想快點解脫的或真的已經準備好的同學在 06/15 當天報告，以舒緩 06/22 當天的組數壓力。

✔ 2015/06/14 前寄信至

hansqiu@cmlab.csie.ntu.edu.tw 表示意願!

ps 報告前不用繳交任何 proposal

Step 3

✔ 2015/06/24 23:59 將報告寄至

hansqiu@cmlab.csie.ntu.edu.tw

✔ 報告內容請額外著重於實作的結果展示、討論。